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Tech All Stars has joined forces with Liberty Global Ventures and Amazon Web Services to make this
year's Tech All Stars the most exciting Startup competition in the European Union and the lucky 12
participants have been selected!
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After a reviewing hundreds of exciting applications from each member state across the European
Union the 12 most outstanding startups have been selected and invited to the Tech All Stars stop one
in Berlin on the 7th and 8th.
And here are the lucky 12:
1. Trustev

[1]-

Real-time, Online Verification using Social Fingerprinting Technology

2. Infantium Team [2] - Technology company that uses Big data to individualize learning
3. Snap Fashion [3] - A visual search engine to find your dream outfit from a photo
4. Transmetrics

[4]-

5. Tempster

Hailo for the Hospitality World

6. Viewsy

[5]-

[6]-

Saving millions € in transport with predictive analytics

Viewsy is a location analytics solution for the physical world

7. Mist.io [7] - Manage and monitor servers across clouds from any web device
8. EcoChain [8] - The business "LinkedIn" of Sustainability
9. SportSquare Games [9] - Develop cross platform sport fantasy games for all the major sports in the
world with real time matches

10. CLYC [10]- Taking bicycle security and experience to the next level, the digital level and
connecting it all to your smart phone
11. SNTMNT [11] - Social sentiment analysis for financial markets.
12. Babelverse
situation

[12]-

On-demand voice translation by pro interpreters & bilinguals, in any language &

In Berlin Tech All Stars teams up with Angelsbootcamp to mingle with an array of important
entrepreneurs, investors and experts from the startup scene across Europe such as Brigitte Baumann
and Christian Nagel. The program takes the participants to a live Term Sheet Battle where they
witness a live negotiation between VC and entrepreneur.The participants will get behind the scenes
with established startups Wooga and Twago. Networking brunches and lunches will take place at
historical landmarks such as the ‘Fernsehturm’ and ‘Historischer Frühstückssaal’ where Charlie
Chaplin once started his day.
After the jam packed startup experience of Berlin the TAS participants will meet and pitch to the
angels of Angelsbootcamp. The three startups that impress most will each receive €10,000.00 in
Amazon Web Service credit and be flown to next stop - the Founders Forum to present their startups
at the most influential pitching event in Europe as part of the Talent Track. The winner selected at the
Founders Forum is presented with an award by Commissioner Kroes and is whisked to the final
destination - the Digital Agenda Assembly in Dublin.
TechAllStars was launched by the European Commission as part of the Startup Europe [13] initiative of
the Digital Agenda, which aims to help tech entrepreneurs start, maintain and grow their businesses
in Europe.
TechAllStars was also made possible by partnering sponsor Liberty Global Ventures [14], a global
investment fund owned by the leading international cable company Liberty Global with operations in
13 countries, 20 million customers and consumer brands including UPC, Unitymedia, Kabel BW and
Telenet. Liberty Global Ventures has unique access to investment opportunities through Liberty
Global’s international presence and the ability to leverage operating resources within every aspect of
the investment life cycle.

TechAllStars was launched by the European Commission as part of the Startup Europe [13] initiative of
the Digital Agenda, which aims to help tech entrepreneurs start, maintain and grow their businesses
in Europe.

The program runs from the 7th until the 19th of June 2013
Website: www.techallstars.eu [15]
Facebook: http://bit.ly/FacebookTechAllStars [16]
Twitter: @TechAllStars / #TechAllStars
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